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Glauberman and Niles have proved [l] a so-called pushing up theorem 
for primes p, finite p-groups S, and finite groups G satisfying the following 
conditions: 
S is a Sylow p-subgroup of G, 
GAO,(G)) G O,(G), 
G has a normal subgroup K such that G/KrSL,(p”) for cc,> 
some m, and 
S is contained in a unique maximal subgroup of G. 
In his thesis [a], Campbell has proved a variation of the Glauberman- 
Niles theorem for p = 2, and Aschbacher and others have shown that 
Campbell’s theorem is valuable for carrying out their program to classify 
finite simple groups of characteristic 2 type (e.g., [3]). Campbell’s theorem 
asserts that each nonidentity finite 2-group S has a pair of nonidentity 
characteristic subgroups S,, Sz such that whenever (S, G) satisfies (C,), 
S1 <Z(G), or 
SL is normal in G, or 
G has a unique noncentral chief factor within O,(G). 
Furthermore, Campbell has shown that (S,, S,) may be chosen so that 
SI d Q,(Z(S)), and 
S, is a characteristic subgroup of K(S) = Cs(fiz, (Z(J(S)))), 
where J(S) is the Thompson subgroup of S generated by the set a(S) of all 
elementary abelian subgroups of S of maximal order. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove further variations for p = 2 and use 
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them together with the results in [4] to obtain theorems generalizing 
Aschbacher’s C(G, T)-theorem [ 51 and McBride’s Zfusion theorem [6]. In 
particular, we shall define a nonidentity characteristic subgroup Q(S) for 
each nonidentity finite 2-group S and show that if the pair (S, 6) satisfies 
(C2), then 
9,(2(S)) <Z(G), or 
Q(K(S)) is normal in G, or 
G has a unique noncentral chief factor within Q,(G). 
The proofs in both [l] and [2] are based on the methods of Baumann 
[7], while in this paper we imitate the methods of [S]. 
In order to state our results precisely, we introduce the following 
notation. For each finite 2-group S, Vz(S) denotes the collection of all finite 
groups G such that the pair (S, G) satisfies (C,). Let 9?(S) be the collection 
of all finite groups G satisfying the following set of conditions: 
(G 1) S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G; 
CG2) CdQ,(G)) G Q,(G); 
(G3) ~=W,(Q,WUG)))) 1s rsomorphic to SL2(2m) for somem; 
(G4) when V=Q,(Z(Q,(G))) IS regarded as a GF(2) G-module, 
[IV, G]/Ccv,G,(G) is (induced by) the natural GF(2) SI&(2”)-module; 
(65) U,(G) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(V); 
(64) CQ,tG), @(G)l 4 Y; 
(67) S is contained in a unique maximal subgroup of 6; 
(GS) G = (K(LgG). 
The conditions (G4) and (G5) are, in fact, consequences of the other con- 
ditions, and are for the information of the reader. If 9(S) is nonempty, then 
S = K(S) and the nilpotency class of S is greater than 2 (a proof will be 
given in Section 2). 
A characteristic pair for the 2-group S is a pair (8, , S,) of characteristic 
subgroups of S such that whenever GE Y(S), either S, or S, is normal in 
G. (This definition of characteristic pairs is slightly different from the one 
given in [3].) 
Let 9’(S) be the collection of all finite groups G satisfying (G I) - (65) 
(G 7) and the following conditions: 
66’6) CO,(G), b’(G)1 G I/; 
(6’8) J(S) 4 C,(V). 
Thus, the member G of B’(S) has a unique noncentral chief factor within 
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O,(G); moreover it lies within V and it is the natural module for 
G/C,(V) z SLz(2’7. 
Our first result shows the relation between 9$(S), 9(S), and B’(S). 
THEOREM A. Let S be a finite 2-group, T= K(S), and (T,, T2) a charac- 
teristic pair for T such that T, 6 a,(Z(T)). Then for each GE V*(S), one of 
the following holds: 
(AlI T,nQ2,(Z(S))6Z(G); 
(A2) T2 is normal in G; 
(A3) GE g’(S). 
The characteristic pair (S,, S,) for the 2-group S is said to be trivial if 
S, = 1 or S, = 1. The above theorem is obvious if we choose a trivial 
characteristic pair (T,, T2) such that T, < sZ,(Z( T)). Therefore, in order to 
make Theorem A significant, we have to show that there is a nontrivial 
characteristic pair (S,, S,) such that S1 6 R,(Z(S)) for each nonidentity 
finite 2-group S. We shall call such a characteristic pair a characteristic pair 
of Glauberman-Niles type. The main theorem of this paper (Theorem B 
below) insures the existence of a “unique maximal” characteristic pair of 
Glauberman-Niles type. 
THEOREM B. Let S be a finite 2-group and Gie g(S) for i= 1,2. Then 
O,(G,) n O,(G,) is normal in both G, and G2. 
For each finite 2-group S, define 3?(S) to be the set {O,(G) ( GE$(S)}. 
If Y(S) is nonempty, let 
Q(S)= n a 
QciUS) 
while if 3(S) is empty, let 
Q(S) = S. 
Each member Q of 5?(S) contains Z(S) as C,(Q) < Q, and so Q(S)# 1 
whenever Sf 1. Also, Q(S) is a characteristic subgroup of S, as is verified 
by embedding members of 9(S) into their free product with the 
amalgamated subgroup S. Therefore, Theorem B yields the following 
result: 
THEOREM C. Let S be a nonidentity finite 2-group. Then the following 
hold: 
(1) Q(S) is a normal subgroup of each group in g(S); 
(2) 0,(2(S)) and Q(S) form a characteristic pair of Glauberman- 
Niles type for S. 
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Now, we can use Theorem A with T, =iJ,(Z(T)j and T,= Q(T). As 
ti*(Z(K(S))) contains sZ,(.Z(S)), we obtain the following previously men- 
tioned result: 
TNEQREM D. Let S be a finite 2-group und suppose G E y(S). Then one 
of the following holds: 
(1) Q,(Z(S)) G Z(G); 
(2) Q(K(S)) is normal in 6; 
(3) GE S'(S). 
As previously stated, if the nilpotency class of S is less than 3, then g(S) 
is empty and so Q(S) = S. Hence we have the following result: 
THEOREM E. Let S be a finite 2-group such that the nilpotency class of 
K(S) is less than 3 and suppose GE &e,(S). Then one of the following holds: 
(1) Q,(Z(S)) d Z(G); 
(2) K(S) is normal in G; 
(3) GE Y’(S). 
As an illustration of Theorems A-E, let S be a SyIow 2-subgroup of 
PSL,(Z*‘j, n > 2. If P is one of the minimal parabolic subgroups of 
PSLJ2”) containing S, then S and G= O”(P) satisfy the hypotheses of 
Theorem E. Thus, one of the conclusions of Theorem E holds for S an 
as is verified also by a computation involving matrices. 
Though explicitly defined, the group Q(S) is not computable in general. 
In the final section (Section 5), we shall use Theorem C to construct 
another characteristic pair (Z,(S), J*(S)) of Glauberman-Niles type. The 
group J,(S) may be computed provided information is given about 6X(S) 
and certain elementary abelian normal subgroups of S. ~~fort~~ate~~, 
however, Z,(S) is not computable in general. 
Aschbacher jl5] has used Baumann’s pushing up theorem [7] (whi 
was proved independently by Niles c9]) to prove his C(G, T)-theore 
Here, C(G, T) is defined for each finite group G and its Sylow 2-s~bgro~~ 
T as follows: 
C(G, T) = (NJC) j 1 # C char T>. 
The C(G, T)-theorem is a sort of “2-factorization” or “2-generation” 
theorem. Ht asserts that if G is a finite group of characteristic 2 type and 
G # C(G, T), then either G has a strongly embedded subgroup or some 
maximal 2-local subgroup of G has a so-called Aschbacher block. Later on, 
Aschbacher improved the C(G, T)-theorem using the Glauberman- 
theorem [lo]. Aschbacher blocks are also related to “control of 2-fusion” 
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in finite groups of characteristic 2 type. McBride [6] has shown that if G is 
a finite group of characteristic 2 type in which the set 
{N,(C) I 1 # C char T, TE Syl,(G)} 
does not control 2-fusion in G then some maximal 2-local subgroup of G 
has an Aschbacher block. 
Inspired by the work of Aschbacher and McBride, the author has 
studied in [4] “control of Sylow 2-intersections” in finite groups of charac- 
teristic 2 type. Roughly speaking, it has been shown in [4] that the studies 
of 2-generation and control of 2-fusion are reduced to the study of control 
of Sylow 2-intersections and that the study of control of Sylow 2-intersec- 
tions is reduced to the study of characteristic pairs. 
To state these results precisely, let p be a prime, G a group of order 
divisible by p, and % a normal set of subgroups of G; that is, 3 is closed 
under conjugation. For SE Syl,(G), let X(S) = (XE 9” ( Sn XE SylJX)}. 
The normal set X is said to control Sylow p-intersections in G if for each 
pair S, T of distinct Sylow p-subgroups of G with Sn T # 1, there exist a 
series of Sylow p-subgroups S,, S, ,..., S, of G, groups X1 ,..., X,, in $5, and 
an element xi E Xi for each i satisfying the following conditions: 
S,=S and S,= T; 
Xi E X(Si _ 1) n X(Si) for each i; 
Sp = Sj- 1 for each i; 
Sn T<SjnXi for each i, 
The normal set X is said to control p-fusion in G if it satisfies the following 
condition: whever SE SyI,(G), A is a subset # 1 of S, and g is an element of 
G with Ag,< S, there exist groups Yr,..., Y, in X(S), an element yi E Yi for 
each i, and an element y E N&S) such that 
Ag=AYl”‘Ynl and 
AY1”‘Yf<S~ Y, for each i. 
Contrary to common use, we shall use the terms “2-component” and 
“Aschbacher block” in the following sense. A 2-component of a finite group 
G is a subnormal subgroup B of G such that B = 02(B) and B/O,(B) is 
quasisimple or of odd prime order. The 2-component B is of Aschbacher 
type if 
B=B/O,(B)rSL,(2”) or A2m--1 for some m32, 
there exists a unique noncentral chief factor, U, of B 
within O,(B), and 
when considered a GF(2) B-module, U is (induced by) the 
natural GF(2) S&(2”)-module or the natural GF(2) AZ,,- r-module 
(see Section 3 of [4]). 
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The 2-component B of G is an Aschbacher block of G if B is of Aschbacher 
type, L%(G), Bl G QI(Z(02(G))), and B= [B, K(S)] = [B, J(S)] for any 
SE Syl,(G). 
The main results of [4] may be summarized as follows: 
THEOREM F. Let p be a prime, G a group of order divisible by p, and % a 
normal set of subgroups of G. If 37 controls ,Yylow p-intersections in G, then 
9” controls p-fusion in G and, unless G is p-isot’ated in the sense qf [Ill, 
G = (S(S), N,(S)) for each SE Syl,(G). 
THEOREM G. Let S be a finite 2-group, T= K(3), and (T,, T,) a charac- 
teristic pair qf Glauberman-Niles type for T. Let G be a finite group of 
characteristic 2 type such that SE Syl,(G). Then Sylow 2-intersections in G 
are controlled by the set consisting of 
the conjugates of C,( T, n Q,(Z(S))), 
the conjugates of N,(T,), and 
the maximal 2-local subgroups of G having an Aschbacher block. 
Substituting various characteristic pairs of Glauberman-Xiles type for 
(T,, T,): we obtain various generalizations of the C(G, T)-theorem and 
McBride’s theorem. For instance, with (T, , T,) = (Gz,(Z( T)), 
have the following result: 
THEOREM H. Let G be a finite group of characteristic 2 type. Then Sylow 
2-intersections and 2-fusion in G are controlled by the set X consisting qf 
the maximal 2-local subgroups of G having an Aschbacher block, 
where S ranges over Syl,(G). If G is not 2-isolated, then G is generated by 
3”(S) for each SE Syl,(G). 
This theorem is also well illustrated by G = &SL,(2m), YE > 2. The 
BN-pair structure of G shows that Sylow 2-intersections and 2-fusion in G 
are controlled by the set P = (O*‘(P)), where P ranges over all minimal 
parabolic subgroups of G. Also, G is generated by the groups in 9 which 
contain a fixed Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Each group in 9 is contained either 
in C6(tiI(Z(S))) or in N,(Q(K(S))) for some SES~~,(G) except when 
n = 3. If n = 3, the maximal 2-local subgroups are the minimal parabolic 
subgroups and they have Aschbacher blocks. 
Theorem G is, in fact, proved under the hypothesis that all nonabehan 
simple sections of maximal a-local subgroups of G are of “known type”; 
that is, isomorphic to one of the alternating groups, groups of Lie type, 
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and sporadic groups. We have ignored the hypothesis here because finite 
simple groups have been classified and, in the classification program, 
Theorem G is to be applied to minimal unknown simple groups. 
We have seen that Theorems A and B imply Theorems C, D, E, and H. 
The subsequent sections except Section 5 are, therefore, devoted to proofs 
of Theorems A and B. 
In addition to the specific notation already defined and to be defined in 
the subsequent sections, the following unusual notation will be used in this 
paper. Let X be a group and NO, Ni ,..., Nk a descending series of normal 
subgroups of X. Then for each subgroup Y of X, C,(N,/N,/ *. . /N,J 
denotes the group of all elements y of Y such that [N,- r, y] < Ni for each 
i (this notation was suggested by a paper of I. Miyamoto). We shall freely 
use the results from the theory of GF(2)-representations as developed by 
Aschbacher [12]. However, we do not require many of them. Section 3 of 
[4] is a brief summary of part of the theory and contains all the results 
needed in this paper. 
1. FREE PRODUCTS WITH AMALGAMATION 
In this section, we recall certain basic facts about free products with 
amalgamation. Let S be a group, { Gi} a family of groups indexed by a set 
1, and suppose there is a monomorphism m, of S into G, for each i. Then 
there is a group X and a homomorphism hi of G, into X for each i such 
that 
(1) hi. mi is independent of i, and 
(2) if Y is a group and fi, i E 1, is a homomorphism of Gi into Y such 
that fj ’ mi is independent of i, then there is a unique homomorphism F of 
X into Y such that fi = F. hi for each i. 
The group X with the above properties is unique up to an isomorphism 
and is called the free product of {Gj} with the subgroups m,(S) 
amalgamated. The homomorphisms hi are necessarily one to one, and so is 
m = hi. mi. For each i E I, choose a complete set Ti of representatives of the 
left cosets in Gj of mi(S) different from m,(S). Then each element x of X is 
uniquely expressed in the standard form 
where s E S, i, # i, # . . # i,, and tk E T, for k = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
Now, we specialize to the case where S is a finite 2-group with B(S) non- 
empty. Let a(S) be a complete set of representatives of the isomorphism 
classes in B(S), and {(G,, mi) / iEl} be the set of all pairs (Gj, mj) of a 
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group Gi in S(S) and an automorphism mi of S viewed as a 
monomorphism of S into Gi. Let X= X(S) be the free product of (Gil with 
the amalgamated subgroup S, and let hi and IM have the same meaning as 
before. Let a be an automorphism of S. Then for each j E 1, there is a uni- 
que index i such that (Gj, mj. a)= (Gi, m,) and vice versa. T 
homomorphism hi. mi is equal to m . a for each i. By the property (2), there 
is an endomorphism A of X such that h,= A ~ hi for each i and hence 
rn. a = A . m. If x E X is expressed in the standard form as before, then 
where 
for k = I, 2 ,..., H. Therefore, A is an automorphism of X. 
Now, we identify S and Gi with m(S) and hi(Gi), respectively. Then the 
above discussion shows that each automorphism a of S is extended to an 
automorphism A of X which permutes the G,. Hence the group 
is a characteristic subgroup of S. This group is equal to the group Q(S) 
defined in the Introduction, because each group in C!?(S) is the image caf an 
isomorphism f of Gj (for some i) such that f(§‘) = 5’. 
2. THE GROWS IN 9(S) 
We collect here all the properties of the groups in ‘S(S) needed in the 
subsequent sections. Let S be a finite 2-group, GE 3(S), 
V=Q,(Z(Q)), Z=Q2,(Z(S)), C=C,(V), G=G/C, p= V/ 
assume 
CrSL&Y). 
First of all, it is clear that C,,(G) < Z < V < Q G ,s. BY (G 5), 
(2.1) C,(V) = Q. 
If J(s) d C, then J(S)< C,( V) = Q, V,<Q,(Z(J(S))), and SO K(S) < 
C,(V) = Q, contrary to (G8). Therefore, J(S) 4 C and 
i2.2) a(S) 4 a(Q). 
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Let A Ed-al(Q) and B= (A n Q) V. The maximality of (Al yields the 
following: 
IA:AnQl~i~:AnQl=Iv:An~/(=IV:C,(A)I. 
This shows Ik/ 2 1 K C,(A)(. Thus, we get the following (see 3.5 of [4]): 
(2.3) When V is regarded as a GF(2) c-module, r is (inducted by) the 
natural GF(2) SL,(2”)-module and IA/ = 1 V: C,(A)/ = 2”. 
The latter part of (2.3) shows IA: An Ql = IV: C,(A)/ =/S: Qt. 
Therefore, 
JS:Ql=(A:AnQl=IB:AnQl=lV:AnV(. 
HenceS=AQandBEa(S).SinceS=AQ, [B,A]=[V,A]=[V,S]and 
A n V = 2. Therefore, 
(2.4) IS: Ql = 1 K 21. 
The former part of (2.3) shows that 18: C,(S)\ =2” and [v, B] = 
C,(B) = C,(S) for each nonidentity subgroup X of S. As I p: 21= 2” by 
(2.4), Cv(S) = 2 and the following holds: 
(2.5) C.(X) = Z for each subgroup X of S not contained in Q. 
(2.6) [ V, X] < 2 and 2 = [ V, X] C,(G) for each subgroup X of S not 
contained in Q. 
Summarizing part of the above remarks, we get the following: 
(2.7) lfA~a(S)-ajQ) and B=(AnQ) V, then S=AQ, AnV=Z, 
BE~(S),~~~[B,A]=[V,S]~.Z. 
- -. 
Now, since GE SL2(2m), G = (S, Sg ) and sn Sg = N,-(S) n SS = 1 for 
- -2 all 2 E G - N,(S) (hence G = (S, S ) for each nonidentity element X of 
Sg). Also, since P is the natural module for (I?, P= C&S) @ Cg(Sg) for all 
EE G- NG(S). By (G7), NJSC) is the unique maximal subgroup of G con- 
taining S, so there are no proper subgroups H of G such that G= HC and 
Q ,< H, Therefore, 
(2.8) G has an element g such that G = (S, Sg). I f  g is an element of G 
satisfying this condition, then Sn Sg = Q, V = ZZg, Z n Zg = C,(G), and 
G= (S, Sx) for all xcSg-Q. 
Let Y=&(Z(J(S))) and W=VY. Then as Bg~Gl(Q)<a(S), 
Vd Wd Bg. As [Bg, Ag] < V, W is normal in (S, Ag) =G. Thus 
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IV= VYg=ZYg and Y=Z(Yn Yg). Now, as G= (A, Ag, 
and so Yn Yg < Z(G) by (G8). Therefore, Y = Z and 
u-9) s= K(S). 
Let Q = N, 3 N, >, .. . 3 N, = V be a normal series of 6 and let 
D= C,(N,,JN,J.../N,). If D,< C, then D= C,(NO/N,/~‘. JN,/l), 02(D)G 
C,(Q) < (2, and so D < Q. If D $ G, then G = (SD) C by (G3). But then 
6 = SD, O’(G) <D, and so 02(G) d CJQ/V), contrary to (66). Therefore, 
(2.10) uQ=N,>,N,> ... > N, = V is a series of itormal subgroaqs of 
G, rhen C,(N,/N, /. . /Nk) -i Q. 
Suppose the nilpotency class of S is at most 2. Then [Q, S] 6 Z(S) < 
Z(Q), and [Z(Q), S] d V as S2 < Q. But then S < C,(Q/Z(Q)/F’) < Q, a 
contradiction. Therefore, 
(2.11) The nilpotency class of S is greater than 2. 
3. CHARACTERISTIC PAIRS AND PUSHING UP 
In this section, we prove Theorem A. Suppose Theorem A is false and let 
a finite 2-group S be a minimal counterexample to Theorem A. Let 
T = K(S) and let (T,, T,) be a characteristic pair for T sue that 
T, d Sz ,(a( T)) and such that for some group G in ?&(2(s) none of the follow- 
ing hold: 
(AlI T,nQ,(Z(S))GZ(G); 
(A 2) T, is normal in G; 
(A 3) G E Y(S). 
To prove Theorem A, it suffices to show G E g(S), for if it has been accom- 
plished then (2.9) and the definition of characteristic pairs will imply that 
either T, or T, is normal in G. If T1 is normal then T, d Z(G) as T, d Z(T) 
and G = ( F) by (G8). Thus, G satisfies (A 1) or (A 2), which we are 
assuming is not the case. 
Now, since GE y(S), G has a normal subgroup K such that 
G/KzSSL2(2”) for some m. Let Q = O,(G), P’= .sZ,(Z(Q)), C= C,(V), and 
Z=r;;?,(Z(S)). Then QdK, Z< V, and 
N,(SK) is the unique maximal subgroup of 6 containing S. (1) 
By a Frattini argument, G = NG(S n K) K and so N&S n K) = G by (1). 
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This shows 
Q E Syl,(K). 
Hence (1) may be restated as follows: 
There are no proper subgroups H of G such that G = HK 
and Q<H. (2) 
If C 4 K, then G = SCK. But then G = SC < C,(Z) by (2) and (A 1) holds, 
a contradiction. Therefore, 
C<K. 
Suppose J(S) < C. Then J(S) G Cd VI = Q, vG~,(z(JCS))), 
Td C,( V) = Q, and so T= K( Q)a G. But then Tz u G, a contradiction. 
Therefore, 
J(S) 4 c. (3) 
We can now use a basic result on GF(2)-representations. As O,(G/Cj = 1, 
G/C has a normal subgroup N/C which is either a direct product of 
SL,(2)‘s or a central product of quasisimple groups (see 3.1 and 3.3 of 
[4]). Since G/KrSL,(2”) and /K/C/ is odd, it follows that G = NK and 
Nn K= C. Thus, G = N by (2). Equivalently, 
C = K. (4) 
Moreover, the arguments in Section 2 yield the following: 
V/C,,(G) is the natural module for G/C%SL,(2”). (5) 
Notice that we have used so far only the fact that GE %$(2(s) and neither 
(A 1) nor (A 2) holds. If [Q, 02(G)] d V, then G E Y(S), a contradiction. 
Therefore, 
[Q, ~2(G)1 4 P’. 
Thus, we have shown that G satisfies (G l)-(G7). 
Let M= CT”>, R=SnM, and W= sZ,(Z(O,(n/r))). Then 
C,(O,(M))<O,(M) and, as Z,<T<R, Z<121(Z(R))< W. As R 4 C by 
(3), G = MC = (MQ) C. Hence 
M/Cn MzSL,(2”) 
and 
G=MQ (6) 
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by (2). If X is a subgroup of M containing R, then XC> SC and so by (1) 
either XC = G or XC < NJSC). If G = XC, then G = XQ by (2). But since 
Mn Q = O,(M) = Xn Q, it follows that M= X. Therefore, M,(R(Cn 
is a unique maximal subgroup of it4 containing R. We have shown 
MEW. 
Assume G # M. Then S # R by (6). By the minimality of S, Theorem A 
holds for R. As T d R, K(R) = T. If T, n aR,(Z(R)) d Z(M), then 
T1 n Z<Z(G) by (6), a contradiction. If T,aM, then Tzd G by (6), a 
contradiction. Therefore, neither (A 1) nor (A2) holds in M. Thus 
ME g’(R). Moreover, the previous arguments show that C,( W) = C n 
and FV/C,(IM) is the natural module for M/C,( IV)r S&(2’“) (these are 
analogues of (4) and (5), respectively). If [ IV, Al] & V n IV> then Vn 
C&M) by the irreducibility of W/C&M). But then Z d Z(G), a co 
lion. Therefore, [IV, M] < Vn W. Then, as NE 9’(R) and 
Q,(M), S2(M) < C,(Q/O,(M)/W/Vn W), hence [Q, O’(-?4)] d 
contradicts (G6) as O’(M) = O*(G) by (6). Therefore, G = M and we have 
shown G E 9(S), as desired. 
4. THE RELATION BETWEEN DISTINCT IMEMBERS OF Y(S) 
This section is the heart of the paper and contains a proof of Theorem 
In view of the remarks in Section 1, we shall work under the following 
hypothesis: 
HYPOTHESIS. X is a group, S is a finite 2-subgroup of X, and G and H are 
finite subgroups of X contained in 9(S). 
We shall prove the following generalization of Theorem B. 
THEOREM B*. Under the above hypothesis, O,(G) n O,(N) is normu~ in 
CG, w. 
If O,(G) = O,(H), Theorem B* is obvious. We therefore assume 
from now on. Under this additional hypothesis, we shall prove nine 
propositions concerning the relation between G and H, and Theorem 
will be established in the eighth of them. The last proposition may be use 
to construct a characteristic pair of Glauberman-Niles type in the same 
way as Theorem B. 
Now, let Z=sZ,(Z(S)), Q=O,(G), R=QJH), V=G,(Z( 
W= O,(Z(R)), q = (S: Qj, and Y = /S: RI. 
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(4.1) Vi-l w=.Z 
ProojI We may assume, say, R $ Q. Then VI-I W d C,(R) = Z by (2.5). 
(4.2) (V, W)<QnR. 
ProoJ: If V ,< R, then W < C,(V) = Q by (2.1). By symmetry of the 
argument, if W,< Q then V ,< R. Therefore, assume V 4 R and W 4 Q. 
Then Qn W< C,( V) = Z by (2.5) and so [Q, W] < Zd V. But then 
W < Q by (2.10), a contradiction. 
(4.3)’ If VWaG, then QnRaG. 
ProoJ: Choose g E G so that G = (S, Sg) (this is possible by (2.8)). As 
W< VW= VWg, QnRg<CCS(W)=R by (2.1). Hence (QnR)g=QnR 
and QnRa(S,g)=G. 
(4.4) Choose TE Syl,(G) so that G = (S, T). Let A E a(T) - al(Q) and 
B = (A n Q) V. (Such T and A exist and BE al(Q) < a(S) by the remarks in 
Section 2.) Then 
(1) $B<R, then VW-G; 
(2) if B 4 R, then [W, S] d C,(G). 
Proof Assume B < R. Then V< VW< B and so [ VW, A] =$ V by (2.7). 
Thus, VW is normalized by (S, A). As (S, A) = G by (2.7), VWa G. 
Assume B 4 R and let C= (Bn R) W. Then CE a(R) d a(S) by (2.7). 
Also, Cd Q by (4.2). Let aE A - Q. Then [B, a] < V,< Bn R by (2.7) and 
(4.2), so a normalizes Bn R as well as B. In particular, (C” n R) W> 
(BnR) W=C, so (C”nR) W=C. If C”,<R, then C”=C and [W,S]= 
[C, B] d Z by (2.7). If C” & R, then [ W, S] = [CO, C] d Z by (2.7). Thus, 
in either case, [ W, S] is normalized by a and contained in Z. As Z n Z” = 
C,(G) by Q-.8), 1% slGC,(G). 
(4.5) IIW Ql<C,(G). 
ProoJ: By (4.4), either VWaG or [W, S] < C,(G). If VWaG, then 
[W, Q] = [VW, Q]QG. As [W, Q] <Z by (2.6), (2.3) or (2.8) shows 
[ W, Q] < C,(G). Thus, [ W, Q] d C,(G) in either case. 
(4.6) Choose g E G so that G = (S, Sg). Then Wg d R. 
Prooj Notice that W,< Q < Sg and Wg < Q < S by (4.2). Assume, by 
’ By the symmetry between G and H, the Lemmas (4.3)-(4.6) remain true when G, Q, R, V, 
Ware replaced by H, R, Q, W, V, respectively. 
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way of contradiction, that Wg $ R. Then W 4 Rg, for if W< Rg then 
Wg<Cs(W)=R by (2.1). As Wg $ R, WnRg=C,(W”)=Z by (2.1) 
and (2.5), so 
Sg= WRg 
by (2.4). Similarly, we have 
S= WgR. 
Hence 
S=(RgnQ) R=QR, 
Q=(RgnQKQnRh 
jR:QnRi=q. 
Wow, [ W”, Q] < C,(G) < Z d W by (4.5). Hence 
Choose h E N so that N = (S, S”). Then 
ence 
QnQ”(lH. 
Notice that Q n Qh = (Q n R) n (Rn Q’) by (2.8). Now, [Q, R] f Q n 
SO ifQnR=RnQh then 
by (2.10), a contradiction. Therefore, Q nR #R n Q”. If Vh d Q, V”W is 
normal in (C,(Q,lW), S”)=H and so QnR=Rn h by (4.3), a con- 
tradiction. Therefore, 
and what we have proved so far also holds, by symmetry, when 
(G, Q, V, g) and (H, R, W, h) are interchanged. In particular, 
R=(QnR)(RnQh), and since IR:QnR(=q, 
1 R: Q n Q”\ = q2. 
Replacing h by x E Sh - R, we get / R/(Q n R) n (Q n R)“j = q’, and hence 
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(Q A R) n (Q n R)” = Q n Q”. Therefore, if {.x1, x2,..., x,> is a complete set 
of representatives of the cosets of R in Sh, then 
whenever i # j. This shows that in R/Q n Q” the subsets 
{(QnR)“‘IQnQh}#, 1 di<r, and (RnQh/QnQh)# 
are mutually disjoint. Thus, (q - 1 )(Y + 1) 6 q2 - 1 and hence r < q. By sym- 
metry, q d r, so q = Y and the above q + 1 conjugates of (Q n R/Q n Q”)# 
form a partition of (R/Q n Q”) #. Now, since Sh = VQh, Q n R = V( Q n (2") 
and so (QnR)'=(QnQh)*. Thus, R2=(QnR)2=(QnQh)2 and, by 
symmetry, we get 
R2=(QnQh)'=(RnRg)*=Q2. 
Now, Z= [ JV, IV] C,(H)< Q%,(H) by (2.6), so as h normalizes Q2= 
(Qn Qh)', Zh6 Q2C,(H) = (Rn Rg)2 C,(H). But then W6 Rg as 
W=ZZ” by (2.8) and C,(H) 626 V< Rg. This is a contradiction, com- 
pleting the proof of (4.6). 
(4.7) Choose ge:G and hgH so that G= (S,Sg) and H= (S, Sh>. 
Then for i=O, 1, 2 ,..., 
( J&h)‘, Wkh)‘, w’hd’, y&)‘) < Q n R. 
ProoJ: By (4.2), the assertion holds for i = 0, so we assume i > 1 and 
argue by induction on i. We first prove Vcghf’ < Q n R. Let f = gh. By the 
induction hypothesis, V(hg)‘-’ < R. This yields 
@<R (1) 
as Vg = V and Rh = R. Therefore, it suffkes to prove Vr< Q. As 
G = (S, Sg-‘) and H= (S, She’), the induction hypothesis also shows 
Vfh-‘g-‘I’-’ <R. Hence 
V<Rf-‘,<Shf-‘<Gf. (2) 
By (l), (2), and (4.5), [V, VY] < C,(H)n Vy. As V,<R by (4.2), 
C,(H) = C,(H)h ,< Zh < Vh = Vf < Rf. Therefore, 
[V, Vp]<CC,(H)n Vfn V'dRf. (3) 
BY (11, 
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Vf<Rf<Shf<@+'. \ 1 1 (5) 
Now, assume by way of contradiction that Vf’ $ Q. Them VpL’ & 
Hence 
V’ 4 Q’-‘, (6) 
for if Vf < Q,p” then Vf’” < C,( V’) = Q’by (4) and (2.1). By j4), (51, (4): 
and (2.5), 
so by (2.4), 
S.f= Qff,‘f +’ ut 
NOW, Vf= Vh < Q by (4.6) and so Vf’+’ < Qf’. Using this and (4), we get 
from (7) 
S.f = Qf(Rf n Q’). 
Hence 
Thus, (3) yields 
[V, Vfi]GC,(H)nWf. (8) 
Now, by (4.1) and (2.8), 
C,(H)n Wf=C,(N)nZhnVfn Wf=C,(.H)nZhnZf 
= C,(H) n C,(G)h = C,(H) n C,(G), 
SO (8) shows [IV, VT] < C,(G). But this contradicts (2.6) as we are assum- 
ing I/’ 4 (2. This contradiction proves 
V-‘<QnR. (9) 
By symmetry, 
Wchg)’ < Q n R. (10) 
We repeat the above arguments to show WY d Q n R. As Wh = W and 
Rh = R, (10) yields 
W’<R. 111) 
481/94/2-16 
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Therefore, it suffices to prove WY,< Q. Replacing g and h by g-’ and h-’ 
in (9), we get V(g-‘h-‘)’ 6 Q n R, so V< Q@g’. This yields 
V<Qf (12) 
as Vg= V and Qg= Q. By (ll), (12), and (4.5), 
[V, W-“]<C,(H)n Vfn Wfi<Rf. (13) 
BY (12)> 
Vf < Qfi”. (14) 
BY (111, 
@+‘<Rf. 
Now, assume by way of contradiction that W-’ 4 Q. Then 
WY+’ $ Q’. 
(15) 
(16) 
Hence 
Vf 4 @+I. (17) 
By (14)-(17), (2.1), and (2.5), 
Qfn Wf+‘=zf’+’ and Rf’+‘T\ Vf,zf. 
These imply q > r and r 3 q, so q = r and 
sf=QfWf+’ (18) 
As Wg < R by (4.6), W-‘< R and hence Wf” <RF. Therefore, (18) yields 
Sf= Qf(RS n RF). 
Hence 
and (13) shows 
Rf=(RfnQS)(RfnRf), 
[ V, WY] < C,(H) n WT 
As before, this yields a contradiction. We have shown 
W%QnR. (19) 
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y symmetry, 
Vchg)’ 6 Q n R. 
Notice that (9), (lo), (19), and (20) complete the proof of (4.7) by induc- 
tion. 
(4.8) Q A R is normal in (G, H). 
Proof. By symmetry, it suffices to prove Q r\ Ra G. Let g and h be as in 
(4.7) and let ,f = gh. Let B, E a(Q) and recursively define 
Ci=(BinRf) Wf, i 3 0, 
B, = (Ci- 1 n Qf) V’, i3 1. 
Then by (2.7) and induction on i, we get 
Bi E NQf) and Ci~ a(R”) 
for i&O. Let 
r-1 
D,= (-’ (QnR)%Q” and Ei= /j (QnR)f’ 
j=O j=O 
for i >, 0 (hence D, = Q). Then 
Din R.’ = Ei and EinQli+‘=Dt+,. 
(4.7) shows 
(Vf, Wp)<(QnR)p 
for all j d i, so by induction on i, we get 
Bi<Di and CjdEj 
for i30. 
Now suppose Q n R is not normal in G. Then VW is not normal in G by 
(4.3) and so by (4.4) there exists an element BEGET --a(R). Let &= 
and consider the sequences (Bi) and { Ci> defined above. We disti~g~~s~ 
two cases. 
Cnse I. Suppose VW is not normal in H. Then V’ WY is not normal in 
G“, and Wf ,f’+’ IS not normal in Hy, so by (4.4) and induction on i, we 
get 
Bi 4 Rf and ci 4 Qf”‘. 
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Then by (2.7), 
Sf = &RF= DiRf and 
Hence JDi: Eil = r and IEi: Di+ ij = q. But this shows IQ/ = co, a contradic- 
tion. 
Case 2. Suppose VWaH. Then Q n Ra H by (4.3) and so 
QnR=RnQh=RnQf. 
Hence 
Ci=Bitl and Ei=Di+l. 
We wish to show Bi $ Rf by induction on i. Suppose B, 4 Rf. Transform- 
ing by fei, we get (B,)“‘ELX(Q) -a(R). If we can prove 
((BJ” n R) W 4 R f, then transforming by f ‘, we get Bi+l = Ci= 
(B, n R?) WY & Rf+‘. Thus, it suffices to show that C = (B n R) W is not 
contained in Rf whenever B E a(Q) - a(R). Assume by way of contradic- 
tion that C< Rf. As C < Q n R by (4.2), Cd Qf < S? Hence C> VWV* W< 
As [C, B] = [W, B] <C,(G) by (4.5), B normalizes VWVfWf. As 
Qh=Qf<HnHf, (B,Qh) normalizes [Q n R, VWVf WY]. Now, 
[Q n R, VWVfWf] = [R n Qf, Wf] < C,(G)f 
by (4.9, and C,(G)f=C,(G)hdZh< W, As Q=B(QnR)=B(RnQh) 
and H= (S, Sh>= <Q, Q”> R, H= (3, Qk) R. Thus, H normalizes 
[RnQf, Wf] and so 
[R n Qf, Wf] < C,(G) n C,(G)h. 
Now, 
C,(G)nC,(G)h=C,(G)nZnZhnC,(G)h 
= C,(G) n C,(H) n C,(G)h 
= C,(G) n C&f) 
d C,(H)f. 
Thus, (2.6) shows R n Qf d Rf and so R n Qf = Rf n Qfa (S”, Sf > = Gf. 
But then R n Q~I G, which we are assuming is not the case. 
We have shown 
Bi 4 R-? 
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Hence 
Sf = B,Rf = DJ@‘, 
and since E, = Di + 1, it follows that IDi: Di+ Ij = Y. But then j&j = co. This 
contradiction completes the proof of (4.8). 
(4.9) Ql(Z(J(Q))) Q,(Z(J(R))) is normal in (6, N). 
Proof. Let p= S,(Z(J(Q))) and m= Gr(Z(J(R))). If J(R) <J(Q)? then 
P< @ and m= s2,(Z(J(Q n R)))a (6, H) by (4.8). Therefore, assume 
J(R) 4 J(Q). Choose gE:G so that G= (S, Sg). 
and B==(AnQ) V. Then BeGi by (2.7) and 
B < Q n R by (4.8). Then I/< v@< B and so, by 
(A, S) = G. By symmetry, pm-3 H. 
5. ANOTHER CHARACTERISTIC PAIR 
In this section, we shall define characteristic subgroups Z,(S) and J,(S) 
for each finite 2-group S, and show that (Z,(S), J,(S)) is a characteristic 
pair of Clauberman-Niles type whenever S # 1. The arguments are similar 
to those in the previous sections, and so the proof will not be given in full. 
Let S be a finite 2-group and define 
Z*(S) = 0 G,,z,o,,G,),K3 
GEC~(S) 
if the right side is not the identity. If the right side is the identity or if 9(S) 
is empty, let 
Z*(S) = Q,(Z(S)), 
The remarks in Section 1 show that Z,(S) is a characteristic subgroup of 
S. It is clear that Z,(S) < Qr(Z(S)) and that if S # 1 then Z,(S) $1. 
Let Z = &I ,(2(S)) and define V*(S) to be the set of all elementary 
abehan normal subgroups P’ of S satisfying the following conditions: 
a(s) 4 a(c,(v); 
~~AE~E(S)-~X(C,(V)), then jA:C,(P’)l = /V:AnV\ = 
IS: C,(V\; 
ifxES-CC,(V), then C,(x)=Zand [C,(V),xJ & V. 
Let 
GL,(S)=(AEOL(S) ( [V,A]=l for all VEY”*(S)} 
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and 
J*(S) = <a*(s)). 
It is clear that J,(S) is a characteristic subgroup of S. Let V”(S) be the set 
PMQ)> I Q E=~W)). 
We shall prove the following theorems: 
THEOREM I. Let S be a finite 2-group and suppose 9(S) is nonempty. 
Then one of the following holds: 
(11) Z,(S) 6 Z(G) for each GE 69(S); 
(I2) J,(S)aGfor each GE??(S). 
THEOREM J. For each nonidentity finite 2-group S, Z,(S) and J,(S) 
form a characteristic pair of Glauberman-Niles type. 
The proof is divided into several steps. 
(5.1) Y-(S) < Y-*(s). 
This follows from the remarks in Section 2. 
(5.2) Let VEV*(S) and AE~(S)-~(C~(V)), Then S=ACs(V), 
A n Y= Z, C,(V) VE a(S), and [V, S] d Z. 
Proof: Since \A: C,(V)\ = IS: C,( V)l, S= AC,( Y) and hence 
AnV=Z. Since IA:C,(V)j=JV:AnVl, jC,(V)VJ=/Al and hence 
C,(V) VE a(S). Let a EA - C,(V). Then [V, a] < C,(a) = Z, so 
[V, A] <Z. Since S=AC,(V), [V, S] <Z. 
(5.3) If V, WE I^r*(S), then [V, W] = 1. 
ProoJ: Suppose false. By (5.2), there is an element B of a(S) containing 
W. As B $ C,(V), A = C,( V) V is contained in a(S) by (5.2). As 
A 4 Cs( W), A n W = Z by (5.2). Now, C,(V) n W= C,( V) n B n W= 
A n B n W = A n W, so [C,(V), W] < Z < V. This contradicts the definition 
of V*(s). 
(5.4) Let GEM, V=sZ,(Z(O,(G))), and WE V*(S). Then 
C w, Cd VI d C,(G)- 
This is proved by the arguments in the proof of (4.5) as we have (5.1)- 
(5.3) at hand. The following follows from (5.1). 
(5.5) J,(S) G JC.Q(S,,. 
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We are now in a position to prove Theorem I. Suppose, for some 
G,Gg(S), J,(S) is not normal in C,. Then J,(S) # 1 and since 
J(Q(S))qGo by Theorem C, (5.5) forces J,(S)<J(Q(s>>. Thus, there is 
an element A E a(Q(X)) and an element WE Y*(S) such that [ FV9 A] # 1. 
Let Gate and V=Qn,(Z(O,(G))). Then as s=AC,(PV)=C,(V) C,( 
by (5.21, (5.4) yields 
I# [W, Sll G C,(G). 
Since G is arbitrary, 
Thus (II) holds and the proof of Theorem I is complete. 
Theorem J will follow from Theorem I, once we prove the following: 
(5.6) rf s # 1, rhen J*(S) # 1 
Prooj It suffices to prove that a,(s) is nonempty. If Y*(S) is empty, 
then a,(S) = a(s) is nonempty. Therefore, we assume Y”*(S) is non- 
empty. Let -Y*(S)= (V,, V2,..., Vn}. Take A,E~(S)-a(C,(V,)) an 
recursively define 
Ai= c.4,-,(vi) vi9 1 di<n. 
Then A,E~(S) by (5.2) and AidC,(F’,)n ... nG,(Vi) by (5.3). 
Therefore, A, E cil*( S). 
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